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PATHFINDER
MIKAELA, THE STORYTELLER
TEACHERS’ NOTES & SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Overview of film

 º Mikaela Jade is a digital entrepreneur, whose Canberra-based 
company Indigital works with schools and organisations to tell 
stories using augmented reality. 

 º She is passionate about the telling the stories of First Nations 
peoples.

 º Her interest in nature began at the age of 8 when she saw a park 
ranger planting a tree.

 º She started her working life as a park ranger in the Great Barrier 
Reef National Park.

 º This experience led her to develop an interest in Indigenous 
histories, cultures and her own history.

 º She grew frustrated at the limited ways visitors experienced the 
history of Indigenous sites. 

 º She became interested in telling stories using digital technology 
on site, using augmented reality (the appearance of digital 
imagery in the real world using special glasses).

 º She has experienced challenges in her life and work due to preconceptions regarding Indigenous people.

 º She wants to encourage students to pursue careers in technology.

 º She also wants to encourage students to think about their backgrounds and personal histories.

Quotes

 º “There’s so much that First Nations people have to offer in the technology sector, and that’s what gets me out 
of bed every morning.”

 º “I always wanted the opportunity for elders and young people to come together and storytelling … and I saw 
the technology as a way to be able to achieve that.”

Subject Areas

 º STEM

 º Technology

 º Creative Writing

STEM Sector

 º Technology

Future Jobs for 
Storytellers

 º Games Designer

 º App Developer

 º Software Developer

 º Digital Artist
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Teaching Points

 º Mikaela’s film is about her love of nature, and her interest in both her personal history and Indigenous identity 
and knowledge. 

 º It considers the importance of storytelling and how technology can be used to tell stories in new and powerful 
ways.

 º It finishes with her reflecting on passing on knowledge and empowering young people with both cultural 
knowledge and technical skills. 

 º You can read the transcript of Storyteller on Page 22 of this Teachers Pack.

 º Mikaela’s film also comes in the form of an IN DEPTH film. See Page 12 of this Guide for an explanation of an 
alternative form of presenting Mikaela’s story.

Note: Mikaela talks about the challenges she has faced being both an Indigenous woman and an Indigenous 
woman working in the tech sector. A specific resource is being developed by the Stronger Smarter Institute 
to address these issues should students query this.

The resource from Stronger Smarter Institute will also provide guidance on the appropriate terminology to 
be used when talking about Indigenous issues.

Lesson Requirements

 º Pathfinder Poster of Mikaela, Storyteller (printed or digital file)

 º Link to the Pathfinder film:  MIKAELA, STORYTELLER  

or

 º Link to STORYTELLER, IN DEPTH (See Page 12)

 º STORYTELLER Activity Pack

Resources

STORYTELLER Activity Pack

The Storyteller Activity Pack consists of:

 º a line drawing for colouring in

 º a join-the-dots image

 º a drawing grid to copy the image

 º a spot the difference

 º a wordsearch.

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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Mikaela Jade Bio
Mikaela Jade is a Cabrogal* woman of the Dharug-speaking nation of Sydney. 
Her company, Indigital, founded in 2014, is Australia’s first Indigenous edu-
tech company. Indigital is built on a belief that together we can use digital 
technologies to express 80,000 years of human knowledge while engaging 
our people in education that leads to skills, jobs, and wealth creation to build 
a stronger future for all. Indigital Schools, the company’s flagship program, is 
an Elder-led, fully curriculum-integrated exploration of cultural expressions, 
heritage and knowledge through augmented and mixed reality production. It 
exists to preserve, access and share traditional knowledge, language and law. In 
2019 Mikaela addressed the UN in New York to demonstrate the impact of new 
technologies in Indigenous communities. She is a World Economic Forum Global 
Futures Council Member, UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues delegate, 
and an Indigenous Entrepreneur in Residence at the University of Wollongong. 

*Fairfield and Liverpool area around the Georges River and Cabramatta Creek
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Lesson Ideas

Pre-Viewing Tasks

The Storyteller film looks at nature, storytelling and digital technology.

Explain that today the class is going to watch a film about a woman who loves walking in nature, and who loves 
storytelling. 

Brainstorm trees/flowers (if using The Challenge) OR types of stories and different elements of a story.

Questions to consider: What makes a good story? Who features in a story? What different types of story are there? 
Who are famous storytellers? What are the students’ favourite types of story?

The Poster

Display the poster of Mikaela, either as a physical poster or on screen.

1. Explain that today the class is going to watch a film about a woman 
called Mikaela.

2. Ask for a volunteer to describe what they can see.

3. Ask the class to get into pairs.  Ask them to look at the poster for 10 
seconds, and then to close their eyes or turn away from the poster.

4. Ask students to describe what they can remember to their partner.

5. Ask the following questions:

a.  What is her name?  Mikaela.

b.  And what word describes her? Storyteller.

c.  What is Mikaela wearing? What colours? A red Tshirt with a 
circular pattern on the front, grey trousers, a headdress*, some 
sort of goggles.

d.  What is she doing with her arms? Mysterious! (FYI she is 
interacting with augmented reality images).

e.  What can we see flying close to her? A hummingbird.

f.  What is behind her? A forest, kangaroos, echidnas, footprints.

g.  How many animals are there on the picture? 10 (or 11 if you count the humming bird).

6. Ask students to consider the headdress*, the goggles and the hummingbird, and how they could be 
connected to Mikaela and the description of her as The Storyteller. The headdress Mikaela wears is the 
traditional headdress of her people.

Vocabulary (which can be PRE-TAUGHT before viewing or explored after)

 º Environment  º Holograms  º Indigenous

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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Watch and Listen Comprehension
These comprehension questions can be distributed as sheets (See page 8) or displayed on screen.

Alternatively, they can be distributed on strips of paper (See page 9), with pairs/groups of students answering all 
the questions or one/two each.

Comprehension Questions

1. Name FOUR things Mikaela can do.

2. And two things Mikaela CAN’T do.

3. What happened when Mikaela was eight?

4. What was Mikaela’s vision?

5. What’s the icing on the cake for Mikaela?

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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Comprehension Answers:

1. Name FOUR things Mikaela can do.

I can make you into a hologram. I can downhill mountain bike. I can weave. I can hike.

2. And two things Mikaela CAN’T do.

I can’t catch a ball and I can’t concentrate when I’m hungry.

3. What happened when Mikaela was eight?

When I was eight, I saw a Park Ranger planting a tree at our school, and I knew that’s what I wanted to do 
with my career.

4. What was Mikaela’s vision?

I had this vision of being able to share our cultural stories through holograms.

5. What’s the icing on the cake for Mikaela?

That (young people) get to be inspired to be a developer, an engineer, and start to create a pathway for 
themselves is the icing on the cake.

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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STUDENT NAME  

Comprehension Questions
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Mikaela questions as cut up and hand out activities

1. Name FOUR things Mikaela can do.

2. And two things Mikaela CAN’T do.

3. What happened when  
 Mikaela was eight?

4. What was Mikaela’s vision?

5. What’s the icing on the  
 cake for Mikaela?

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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FREER PRACTICE
General discussion after students have watched the film.

1. Ask the class who, after seeing the film, thinks that Mikaela’s job is interesting?

2. Ask who might want to follow Mikaela’s example?

3. Ask HOW the class think it would be possible to follow her path?

4. Explain about voluntary work.

Refer to STORYTELLER: FIND YOUR PATH career guide (available in the Teachers Resources section on the 
Storyteller  page of the Future You website). 

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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OVERVIEW: THE IN DEPTH FILMS
The IN DEPTH FILMS (also known as ‘FRAMES’) have been created to provide an alternative approach to the use of 
the Pathfinders films. 

They consist of: 

An INTRODUCTION by the hosts, Gen Papadopoulos or Callan Colley, to provide context for the viewing of the film, 
and to give students some pointers as to the themes and points of interest of the content;

The PATHFINDER FILM itself;

A SUMMING UP, in which the hosts reflect on key learnings from the films, and particular points the subjects have 
made about their career paths.

The IN DEPTH FILMS can be used:

 º in teaching contexts where there may be insufficient time in the school day to undertake the range of 
suggested activities above;

 º in the home, where they can be viewed by students and discussed with a parent/carer;

 º individually by students.

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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STORYTELLER, IN DEPTH

Introduction

Presented by Gen, STORYTELLER: IN DEPTH introduces Mikaela’s film by considering the unique nature of 
Australian flora, which is an important motif in the film. This connects to a similar discussion on Australian fauna in 
the introduction to The Protector film.

In Depth also addresses the 65,000-year history of Indigenous cultures, and the importance of storytelling to 
Indigenous people. It also provides a definition of the term ‘on country’. 

In Depth invites students to consider the importance of storytelling on both a personal and community level. This is 
an important element of Mikaela’s work, and it also links to The Challenge related to this film.

In Depth ends with an invitation to students to consider planting a tree.

Summing Up

The SUMMING UP invites students to consider the importance of storytelling on both a personal and community 
level. This is an important element of Mikaela’s work, and it also links to The Challenge related to this film.

The SUMMING UP ends with an invitation to students to consider planting a tree.

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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THE CHALLENGE
THE STORYTELLER CHALLENGE will launch in 2022.

 Sign up to our email list or follow us on our socials for first word

The STORYTELLER CHALLENGE is a creative writing task that prompts students to imagine an encounter with a 
mysterious figure in a forest.

The Challenge is presented by Gen.  Alternatively, the script for the challenge can be found below (Page 14). You 
can adapt it and read or perform if for your class as you see fit.

Students can write or record a story and upload their stories to the website from the date of the launch of the 
Storyteller Challenge.

Please note: we do NOT accept films featuring students for the Challenge due to privacy concerns.

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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The Challenge Script

Pathfinders 
EP: Mikaela, The Storyteller

Hi everybody!

In today’s Pathfinders challenge, you’re going to follow in the footsteps of our storyteller, Mikaela…because you’re 
going to tell us a story! Before you start, make sure you watch Mikaela’s story! So…

Imagine, you are in… a forest.

Walking along a pathway, on a beautiful sunny afternoon.  

You can feel the sun on the back of your neck, and the breeze in your hair.  

Around you, there’s the buzz of insects, the calls of birds, and underfoot the scurrying of lizards and insects. 

Suddenly, ahead of you, there’s a brilliant blue, green, purple flash…and in front of your face…a humming bird 
appears, fluttering its wings 1000 times a minute.

But this is no ordinary hummingbird. It’s made of metal, its eyes are rubies, its wings are studded with diamonds. 

You gasp. 

The bird flashes away, but then stops, turns and looks back at you. As if it wants you to follow. 

You….follow, stepping carefully through ferns, brushing aside banksia, grevillea and waratahs.

Until you arrive at the base of an immense gum tree, the branches of which reach up high into the sky. 

The humming bird flickers in front of you. And, in a flash…disappears…

You are alone in the forest. 

And you realise that all the sounds that were around you… have stopped. 

As if nature is holding its breath.

And then you hear it. 

A buzzing. 

From inside the tree? 

Surely not!

You place your ears against the bark. 

And listen.

Yes, from inside! 

A buzzing.

Which becomes a humming.
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And then a whirring.

And you feel the bark of the tree begin to tremble.

You step back quickly.

And the bark cracks open, letting out beams of rich golden light…

And from out of the light, steps a figure. 

A human figure.

And they reach out their hand to you…

Who is this person? 

Where have they come from? 

Or WHEN have they come from? 

Why are they here?  

What do they want?

And what do they need…from you?

Imagine the conversation you two have.  

And imagine what happens next!

You can write this as a story.

Or as a conversation, which you can act out it with your friends! 

Record it on your phone as an audio file. 

We’d LOVE to hear it!

Go to the website and upload it! 

You could get your story featured on home page! 

And there are actually some really cool prizes to win too. 

Thanks for taking part in FUTURE YOU.

I can’t wait to see what you come up with.  

And I can’t wait to see you in the future!

http://futureyouaustralia.com
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PATHFINDERS
EP: MIKAELA, THE STORYTELLER

Transcript

00:00:07:01 - 00:00:27:02

Mikaela

When I was eight, I saw a Park Ranger planting a tree at our school, and I knew that’s what I wanted to do with my 
career. Being a park ranger is being immersed on country and in the environment and together with elders when 
you’re doing your work. And that inspired me to think of better ways to tell stories that were more engaging than to 
science.

00:00:28:11 - 00:00:49:20

Mikaela

I think too often people just show up to a place to look at something pretty or look at something old. And when you 
go to places and that’s all you’re thinking about, you really miss out on many generations worth of knowledge and 
understanding of what did the places look like. How has it changed how does what I do in the environment impact 
on how this place might look in the future?

00:00:51:24 - 00:01:15:11

Mikaela

My name is Mik, and I tell ancient stories with holograms. I can do lots of things. I can make you into a hologram. I can 
downhill mountain bike, I can weave, I can’t catch a ball, and I can’t concentrate when I’m hungry.

00:01:20:07 - 00:01:57:23

Mikaela

But I can hike anywhere, any time .

Knowing who I was from later in my life, really encouraged me to think differently about everything that I thought I 
knew the answer to. And I had this vision of being able to share our cultural stories through holograms. I didn’t think 
that it would be so hard being a woman, being an indigenous woman, being an indigenous woman, working in cutting 
edge technology in a remote community to be taken seriously about what my dream was.
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00:01:58:11 - 00:02:25:21

Mikaela

Despite all that, I kept going forward because I could see how important it was to change the way that we tell stories 
on Country Around being an indigenous woman, for example. There’s a lot of biases about us being able to manage 
money and grow a business and employ other people and work in cutting edge technologies. So I had to overcome 
each of those things by doing them and proving to myself, No, actually, I’ve got this. I can do this.

00:02:29:01 - 00:02:49:02

Mikaela

Having a seat at the table to not just consume technology, but to help create it is something that we’re working 
really hard to make sure First Nations people get that opportunity. There’s so much that we have to offer in the 
technology sector, and that’s what gets me out of bed every morning. Now, it’s not making people into holograms.

00:02:49:02 - 00:03:17:22

Mikaela

It’s not necessarily just telling stories. It’s building that capability across First Peoples communities and working 
with non-Indigenous people so they can support us in these industries and they can learn from us When I saw that 
Ranger planting a tree at my school, I knew I wanted to be a ranger. We get to work with kids that are saying VR and I 
are for the first time and want to be a developer.

00:03:18:12 - 00:03:45:09

Mikaela

It’s exciting I always wanted the opportunity for elders and young people to come together and storytelling in the 
way that I missed out on as a kid, and I saw the technology as a way to be able to achieve that. That they get to be 
inspired to be a developer, an engineer, and start to create a pathway for themselves is the icing on the cake.

00:03:46:09 - 00:03:50:21

Mikaela

My name is Mik and I tell ancient stories with holograms. 

See you in the future!
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